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Abstract
We have developed a simple connectionist model based on the idea that perirhinal cortex has properties similar to other regions
in the ventral visual stream, or `what' pathway. The model is based on the assumption that representations in the ventral visual
stream are organized hierarchically, such that representations of simple features of objects are stored in caudal regions of the
ventral visual stream, and representations of the conjunctions of these features are stored in more rostral regions. We propose
that a function of these feature conjunction representations is to help to resolve `feature ambiguity', a property of visual
discrimination problems that can emerge when features of an object predict a given outcome (e.g. reward) when part of one
object, but predict a different outcome when part of another object. Several recently reported effects of lesions of perirhinal cortex
in monkeys have provided key insights into the functions of this region. In the present study these effects were simulated by
comparing the performance of connectionist networks before and after removal of a layer of units corresponding to perirhinal
cortex. The results of these simulations suggest that effects of lesions in perirhinal cortex on visual discrimination may be due not
to the impairment of a speci®c type of learning or memory, such as declarative or procedural, but to compromising the
representations of visual stimuli. Furthermore, we propose that attempting to classify perirhinal cortex function as either
`perceptual' or `mnemonic' may be misguided, as it seems unlikely that these broad constructs will map neatly onto anatomically
de®ned regions of the brain.

Introduction
The perirhinal cortex, a polymodal region located in the ventromedial
portion of the temporal lobe, is a site of convergence of brain systems
thought to be important for normal memory and perception. It is
unclear, however, whether the effects of lesions in perirhinal cortex
can be best understood in terms of an impairment in a speci®c type of
memory function, or in terms of a role for this region in visual
information processing (Murray & Bussey, 1999). Resolving this
issue has been dif®cult, in part due to the diverse and puzzling
patterns of effects observed following lesions of perirhinal cortex. It
is well established that perirhinal cortex has an important role in
object recognition memory (e.g. Zola-Morgan et al., 1989; Meunier
et al., 1993; Suzuki et al., 1993; Mumby & Pinel, 1994; Aggleton
et al., 1997; Bussey et al., 1999a; Bussey et al., 2000b), thought to be
the canonical example of `declarative' memory. More recent research
has shown, however, that the use of object recognition paradigms is
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not necessary to obtain de®cits following perirhinal cortex lesions.
Buckley & Gaffan (1997), for example, using a large set of object
stimuli in a concurrent discrimination paradigm, reported that lesions
of perirhinal cortex disrupted retention of preoperatively learned
discriminations as well as the acquisition of new discriminations.
These results suggest that a general function of perirhinal cortex
might be the discrimination of visual stimuli. Visual discrimination
learning can be preserved, however, following lesions in this region,
provided the task requires the discrimination of only a small number
of objects (e.g. Aggleton et al., 1997; Gaffan & Murray, 1992;
Buckley & Gaffan, 1997; Thornton et al., 1997; Bussey et al., 1999a;
Bussey et al., 1999b; Bussey et al., 2000a; Bussey et al., 2000b;
Saksida et al., 2000; Bussey et al., 2001). At the same time Buckley
& Gaffan (1998), using a relatively small set of object stimuli, found
that perirhinal cortex lesions impaired a `con®gural' discrimination
learning task. This puzzling set of results requires explanation.
In the present study we investigated whether such effects of lesions
in perirhinal cortex can be accounted for by assuming perirhinal
cortex to have visual information processing properties similar to
those in other regions of the ventral visual stream, or `what' pathway
(Ungerleider & Mishkin, 1982). We constructed a very simple
connectionist model based on the assumption that visual representations in the ventral visual stream are organized hierarchically, such
that representations of simple features of objects are stored in caudal
regions of the ventral visual stream, and representations of the
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FIG. 1. The proposed organization of object feature representations in the
ventral visual stream. A, B, C and D represent simple visual features
encoded in caudal regions of the ventral visual stream. More complex
representations of the conjunctions of these features are stored in more
rostral regions. These conjunctive representations may reach maximum
complexity in perirhinal cortex.

conjunctions of these features are stored in more rostral regions.
According to this model, a function of these rostral feature
conjunction representations is to resolve `feature ambiguity', a
property of visual discrimination problems that can emerge when
features of an object predict a given outcome (e.g. reward) when part
of one object, but predict a different outcome when part of another
object.
To test this model, lesions were made in the component of the
network corresponding to perirhinal cortex, and the resulting effects
compared with known effects of lesions in perirhinal cortex in
monkeys. In the present study we focused on recently reported effects
of lesions in perirhinal cortex in monkeys on visual discrimination
learning and performance. Speci®cally, we tested three ®ndings that
have been reported in the neuropsychological literature: (i) that
perirhinal cortex lesions disrupt acquisition of concurrent visual
discriminations when the size of the stimulus set is large, but not
when it is small; (ii) that perirhinal cortex lesions disrupt con®gural
discrimination learning, even when the stimulus set size is small; and
(iii) that perirhinal cortex lesions yield greater effects on retention of
preoperatively learned discrimination problems than on acquisition of
new problems of the same type. This was followed by studies in
which novel predictions of the model were tested in lesion
experiments in rhesus monkeys (Bussey et al., 1999b; Saksida et al.,
2000; and the companion paper, Bussey et al., 2002).

General methods
In the present model we assume that the cortical regions of the ventral
visual stream, including perirhinal cortex, store visual stimulus
representations which can be subsequently associated with events
such as rewards and responses. An intact perirhinal cortex will
therefore be necessary for the performance of many visual tasks,
including certain visual discrimination learning tasks. However,
whilst lesions within perirhinal cortex often produce de®cits in such
tasks, equally often they do not. We propose that this can be

FIG. 2. Diagram of the connectionist model. The network consists of two
layers of units, the feature layer and the feature conjunction layer, as well
as an outcome node representing a consequent event (e.g. reward). Each
node in the feature layer represents a single element of a stimulus. The
feature layer is connected to the feature conjunction layer via a set of ®xed
weights. Active units are shown in grey. Note that, for simplicity, only two
feature layer units are shown to be active, whereas in the simulations 10
units per stimulus are active. Both the feature layer and the feature
conjunction layer are fully connected to the reward node. These weights are
adjustable via an associative mechanism. The feature conjunction layer
represents perirhinal cortex (PRh) and the feature layer represents more
caudal regions of the ventral visual stream. See the Appendix for details.

explained by considering the putative hierarchical organization of
representations in the ventral visual stream, illustrated schematically
in Fig. 1. According to this model, representations of simple features
of objects are stored in caudal regions of the ventral visual stream,
and representations of the conjunctions of these features are stored in
more rostral regions. This model is an extension of the well-known
hierarchical model proposed by Hubel & Wiesel (1962, 1965), and is
supported by more recent electrophysiological evidence suggesting
that neurons in rostral regions of the ventral visual stream code more
complex visual representations than do neurons in more caudal
regions (e.g. Desimone & Ungerleider, 1989), and that complex
objects may be represented by the combination of `feature columns'
(Tsunoda et al., 2001). Several models of object processing feature a
hierarchical organization of visual representations (e.g. Fukushima,
1980; Perrett & Oram, 1993; Wallis & Rolls, 1997; Riesenhuber &
Poggio, 1999). Although these models capture impressively the data
from electrophysiological studies of inferotemporal cortex (IT), no
such model has attempted to account for the effects of lesions in this
region. In the present model perirhinal cortex is thought to contain
representations of complex conjunctions of visual features, perhaps
corresponding to a `gestalt' representation of an object whole. Thus
whilst lesions in perirhinal cortex will abolish these complex
representations of objects, representations of the features that
comprise those objects will be preserved in more caudal regions of
the ventral visual stream. It has been suggested previously that
parahippocampal regions may contain conjunctive representations of
stimuli (e.g. Eichenbaum & Bunsey, 1995; Gluck & Myers, 1995;
O'Reilly & Rudy, 2001). It is important to note that we do not view
perirhinal cortex as the only region that contains conjunctive
representations (see Fig. 1), but as a region that contains perhaps
the most complex conjunctive representations in the ventral visual
stream. To instantiate this model in connectionist form, we reduced
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Bussey, 1999). In the present study, however, we focus on the role of
perirhinal cortex speci®cally in visual learning and memory.
Accordingly, our model is based on the properties of perirhinal
cortex thought to be shared with other visual areas in the ventral
visual stream.
In each of the simulations in this article, we lesioned the
component of the network corresponding to perirhinal cortex by
removing it completely, and then compared the effects of this lesion
on discrimination learning and memory in the model with the effects
of lesions of perirhinal cortex in monkeys. The computational details
of the connectionist network are provided in the Appendix.

Experiment 1: stimulus-set-size effects in concurrent
discrimination learning

FIG. 3. Effect of set size on acquisition of pairwise concurrent
discrimination. Error bars represent 6 SEM. **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001 vs.
Control.

the model shown in Fig. 1 to a two-layer model, in which the
`feature' layer (corresponding to regions caudal to perirhinal cortex)
contains representations of simple features of objects, and the `feature
conjunction' layer (corresponding to perirhinal cortex) contains
representations of conjunctions of these visual features (see Fig. 2).
The model we have constructed is formulated at a high level.
Neurobiologically, the model is formulated at the anatomical systems
level; psychologically we are interested in how representations are
organized and associated in the modi®cation of behaviour, much in
keeping with the `parallel distributed processing' school of computational modelling (e.g. McClelland & Rumelhart, 1986; Rumelhart
& McClelland, 1986), and the `associative' tradition of learning
theory (e.g. Mackintosh, 1974; Dickinson, 1980). The units in the
network thus represent visual representations and, although the model
is in¯uenced by electrophysiological studies of neurons, the units do
not represent individual neurons and should not be interpreted as an
endorsement of the idea of `grandmother cells'. The neural entity that
most probably corresponds to a unit in the network is a population of
interconnected neurons that code for a given visual representation. No
attempt is made to explain how exactly these representations are
formed or coded at the neuronal level. Furthermore, the data for
which we are attempting to account is constrained to visual
discrimination learning and memory. Properties of neurons that are
not necessary to achieve this aim (for example, back-projections or
`repetition suppression' phenomena) have not been included in the
model, in keeping with the principle that a model should be no more
complex than is absolutely necessary to account for the target data.
Finally, although we view perirhinal cortex as having properties
similar to other regions in the ventral visual stream, it should be noted
that perirhinal cortex also has connections not shared by these other
regions. Most signi®cantly, whereas other regions of the ventral
visual stream are purely visual, perirhinal cortex has access to
nonvisual sensory information, including auditory and somatosensory
information (for review see box 3 of Murray & Bussey, 1999). It is
conceivable these connections allow the binding of visual and
nonvisual features in the service of object identi®cation (Murray &

Much evidence points to a role for perirhinal cortex in the acquisition
of visual discriminations. Lesions of perirhinal cortex have been
reported to disrupt acquisition of visual pairwise discriminations
when a large number of stimulus pairs must be discriminated
concurrently (Buckley & Gaffan, 1997). Perirhinal cortex is not,
however, always necessary for discrimination learning. Several
studies using small stimulus-set sizes, in monkeys as well as in
rats, have found preserved discrimination learning following lesions
that include perirhinal cortex (e.g. Gaffan & Murray, 1992; Aggleton
et al., 1997; Buckley & Gaffan, 1997; Thornton et al., 1997; Bussey
et al., 1999a; Bussey et al., 1999b; Bussey et al., 2000a; Bussey et al.,
2000b; Saksida et al., 2000; Bussey et al., 2001). Thus it appears that
perirhinal cortex lesions have a greater effect on the acquisition of
concurrent visual discriminations when the stimulus-set size is large,
compared to when the set size is relatively small. In this experiment
we investigated the effects of stimulus-set size in a manner similar to
that of Buckley & Gaffan (1997).
Simulation
Three sets of stimuli were created by randomly selecting and
activating 10 out of a possible 100 units for each stimulus. Set
`Small' consisted of two pairs of stimuli, set `Medium' consisted of
eight pairs of stimuli, and set `Large' consisted of 16 pairs of stimuli.
Two groups of four networks each were then initialized: Group
`Control' consisted of intact networks whereas group `Lesion'
consisted of networks that had been lesioned to simulate the effect
of a lesion in perirhinal cortex. Each network was trained on a
pairwise concurrent discrimination task using set `Small' until it
reached criterion. (Criterion was set at 80% correct on two
consecutive blocks. A block is de®ned here and elsewhere as 10
presentations of each stimulus pair in the set.) The networks were
then reinitialized. Each network was trained to criterion on the eightpair concurrent discrimination (set `Medium'). The networks were
again reinitialized and trained to criterion on the 16-pair concurrent
discrimination (set `Large').
Results
As shown in Fig. 3, group Lesion was impaired relative to group
Control on concurrent discrimination learning when the stimulus-set
size was medium or large, but not when it was small. Two-way
analysis of variance with Group and Set Size as factors revealed a
signi®cant main effect of Group, F1,6 = 132.6, P < 0.0001, a
signi®cant main effect of Set Size, F2,12 = 1227.6, P < 0.0001, and
a signi®cant Group 3 Set Size interaction, F2,12 = 189.3,
P < 0.0001. Analysis of simple main effects revealed that group
Lesion committed signi®cantly more errors in reaching criterion than
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feature ambiguity increases with set size, so does the advantage of the
intact group.

Experiment 2: con®gural learning

FIG. 4. Acquisition of a biconditional discrimination. Error bars represent
6 SEM. ****P < 0.0001 vs. Control.

did group Control in the large-set-size condition, P < 0.001, and in
the medium-set-size condition, P < 0.01, but not in the small-set-size
condition, P = 0.98. Both groups committed more errors as the set
size increased, as indicated by a signi®cant effect of Set Size for both
group Control, P < 0.0001, and group Lesion, P < 0.0001.
Discussion
This experiment shows that removing the feature conjunction layer of
the network can reproduce stimulus-set-size effects similar to those
observed following lesions of perirhinal cortex in monkeys (Buckley
& Gaffan, 1997). Speci®cally, the larger the set size, the greater the
effect of the lesion. This occurs because whereas the intact networks
can represent individual features of a stimulus as well as their
conjunction (i.e. they can represent the features A and B as well as the
conjunction of these features, AB), the lesioned networks can
represent only the individual stimulus features (A and B). The
present model of perirhinal cortex is similar to the computational
model of IT of Gaffan et al. (1986), in which lesions in IT are thought
to reduce the number of `stimulus attributes' available during visual
discrimination learning. In the present model, however, after
perirhinal cortex lesions attributes are not lost; rather, it is the ability
to represent conjunctions of attributes of complex objects that is lost.
As a result, due to their richer stimulus representation the intact
networks can build several associative links (A + ; B + ; AB +)
whereas the lesioned networks can only build associative links from
the individual feature representations to the outcome (A + ; B +). As
the stimulus-set size increases, the probability increases that a
particular feature will be part of both a rewarded and a nonrewarded
stimulus; this property, possessed by different discrimination problems to varying degrees, we refer to as `feature ambiguity'. The
probability of a speci®c conjunction of features being both rewarded
and nonrewarded, however, is much smaller. Thus an intact network,
and an animal with an intact perirhinal cortex, will have an advantage
over their lesioned counterparts because they can represent the
conjunction of complex stimulus features. In contrast the lesioned
network, or animal, must rely on the spared representations of
individual stimulus features to attempt to solve the discrimination.
This advantage of the intact networks or animals increases as the
degree of feature ambiguity increases. Because the probability of

Feature ambiguity reaches a maximum in `con®gural' tasks in which
items cannot be discriminated according to simple features, but rather
can only be discriminated through the use of representations of the
conjunction of features. An example of such a task is the
biconditional discrimination task. The biconditional discrimination
task can be formalized as AB+, BC±, CD+, AD± (where features are
represented by the letters A, B, C and D, objects by the conjunction of
two of these features (e.g. AB), reward by `+', and nonreward by `±').
It can be seen that this task cannot be solved by assigning reward or
nonreward to any of the features A, B, C or D, as each of these
features is associated equally with both reward and nonreward. Only
by associating the conjunctions of features (e.g. AB) with reward can
the problem be solved. For this reason it is predicted that removing
the feature conjunction layer of the network could have a devastating
effect on the acquisition of such con®gural tasks. Furthermore,
because of the high degree of feature ambiguity in such tasks, de®cits
should be obtainable using a smaller set size than is necessary to
produce de®cits on a concurrent learning task. Precisely this ®nding
has recently been reported by Buckley & Gaffan (1998) using an
extended version of the biconditional discrimination task. The present
experiment tests these predictions using the standard version of the
task, AB+, BC±, CD+, AD±.
Simulation
Four stimuli were created: A (consisting of units 1±10, of a possible
100), B (units 11±20), C (units 21±30), and D (units 31±40). Pairs of
these stimuli were then presented together in a biconditional
discrimination as follows:
Pair 1: AB ® +, BC ® ±
Pair 2: CD ® +, AD ® ±
Two groups of four networks each were then initialized: Group
`Control' consisted of intact networks whereas group `Lesion'
consisted of networks that had been lesioned to simulate the effect
of a perirhinal cortex lesion. Each network was trained on the
biconditional pairwise concurrent discrimination task until it either
reached criterion (80% correct on two consecutive blocks) or
exceeded 500 blocks, at which point it was deemed to have `failed'
the discrimination.
Results
Removing the feature conjunction layer of the network had a
devastating effect on the acquisition of the biconditional discrimination (see Fig. 4). Analysis of variance revealed a highly signi®cant
effect of Group, F1,6 = 322.9, P < 0.0001. All networks in group
Lesion failed to attain criterion levels of performance within 500
blocks.
Discussion
Lesioned networks were severely impaired on the biconditional
discrimination. Although the biconditional discrimination set size
was smaller than that used for the large set concurrent discrimination
in Experiment 1, the lesioned networks showed a relatively greater
impairment in acquisition of the biconditional discrimination task.
This is because the biconditional discrimination task shifts the
probability of feature ambiguity to one: each feature is both rewarded
and nonrewarded, thereby eliminating the need for a large set size to
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view perirhinal cortex as the only region containing con®gural
representations. In our view the representations in a particular region
of the ventral visual stream are con®gural only relative to more
caudal regions, which could be thought of as containing `relatively'
elemental representations (see Fig. 1). Such elemental layers, however, would serve as feature conjunction layers relative to regions
caudal to them, and so no region of the ventral visual stream can be
considered to be exclusively con®gural or elemental. The visual
con®gural representations thought to reside in perirhinal cortex are
different from those in more caudal regions of the ventral visual
stream only by virtue of their complexity, explaining why con®gural
learning with very simple stimuli may not be impaired following
perirhinal cortex lesions (Bussey et al., 2000a). The model is thus
consistent with the previous suggestion that `elemental' and
`con®gural' learning circuits are anatomically coextensive (Bussey
et al., 1998; Bussey et al., 2000a).

Experiment 3: greater effects of lesions in perirhinal
cortex on retention vs. acquisition of visual
discriminations

FIG. 5. (A) Effect of removing the feature conjunction layer on retention
and acquisition of a small-set-size pairwise concurrent discrimination. (B)
Effect of removing the feature conjunction layer on retention and
acquisition of a large-set-size pairwise concurrent discrimination. Error bars
represent 6 SEM. ***P < 0.001 vs. Control.

bring out a de®cit in the lesioned networks. Concurrent discriminations are, however, very dif®cult for the lesioned networks and for
monkeys with perirhinal cortex lesions when the feature ambiguity is
high (i.e. when the stimulus-set size is large; Experiment 1 of the
present study; Buckley & Gaffan, 1997). In this sense a large-set-size
concurrent discrimination can be thought of as a `partial' con®gural
task.
In the present model, perirhinal cortex is represented by the feature
conjunction layer of the network, which contains con®gural representations of stimuli constructed from features in the feature layer.
This allows the network to simulate lesion effects on the biconditional discrimination task, and on concurrent discriminations with a
large set size (Experiment 1). However, it is important to emphasize
that we do not view perirhinal cortex as specialized for con®gural
learning as opposed to `elemental' learning, in a manner akin to that
proposed for the hippocampus (Sutherland & Rudy, 1989), nor do we

A consistent yet puzzling effect of perirhinal cortex lesions is that
retention of preoperatively learned discriminations can be disrupted
while the acquisition of new discriminations can be spared (e.g.
Gaffan & Murray, 1992; Thornton et al., 1997). Only under certain
challenging conditions is acquisition of concurrent discriminations
impaired (Buckley & Gaffan, 1997; Buckley & Gaffan, 1998).
Somehow, reacquisition and new learning are differentially affected
by perirhinal cortex lesions (Buckley & Gaffan, 1997). It is tempting
to explain this effect by appealing to separate learning systems in the
brain, for example object-knowledge (perirhinal cortex) vs. procedural (nonperirhinal cortex) systems (e.g. Thornton et al., 1997). We
predicted, however, that the simple properties intrinsic to the present
model could provide a parsimonious explanation of this result.
In this experiment we tested the prediction that lesions of the
feature conjunction layer of the network should yield greater effects
on retention of preoperatively learned concurrent discrimination
problems than on postoperative acquisition of new discriminations.
Simulation
Four sets of stimuli were created by randomly selecting and
activating 10 out of a possible 100 units for each stimulus. Two
sets consisted of two pairs of stimuli and the other two sets consisted
of 16 pairs of stimuli. Two groups of four networks each were then
initialized. For the ®rst phase of this experiment, both group `Control'
and group `Lesion' consisted of intact networks. Each network was
trained on a pairwise discrimination task using the ®rst small stimulus
set until it reached criterion (80% correct on two consecutive blocks).
For the second phase of the experiment, the feature conjunction layer
was removed from the networks in the Lesion group, and then both
groups were trained again to criterion on the ®rst stimulus set.
Finally, for the third phase of the experiment both groups were run on
a new pairwise discrimination using the stimuli from the second small
set. The above procedure was then repeated using the two large
stimulus sets.
Results
As shown in Fig. 5A, group Lesion was impaired relative to group
Control on the retention, but not the acquisition, of a concurrent
discrimination when the stimulus-set size was small. Two-way
analysis of variance with Group and Test as factors revealed a
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signi®cant overall main effect of Group, F1,6 = 9.8, P = 0.02, a
signi®cant main effect of Test, F2,12 = 50.97, P < 0.0001, and a
signi®cant Group 3 Test interaction, F2,12 = 5.74, P = 0.018.
Analysis of simple main effects revealed that group Lesion committed signi®cantly more errors than did group Control in reattaining
criterion on the discrimination learned prior to lesioning, P = 0.001,
but the groups did not differ in the acquisition of a discrimination
with a new stimulus set, P = 0.27. There was no difference between
the groups in the acquisition of the discrimination learned prior to
lesioning, P = 0.69. Figure 5A can be compared with data from
monkeys shown in ®g. 5 of Gaffan & Murray (1992).
As shown in Fig. 5B, group Lesion was impaired relative to group
Control on the retention and acquisition of a concurrent discrimination when the stimulus-set size was large. Two-way analysis of
variance with Group and Test as factors revealed a signi®cant main
effect of Group, F1,6 = 181.5, P < 0.0001, a signi®cant main effect of
Test, F2,12 = 43.4, P < 0.0001, and a signi®cant Group 3 Test
interaction, F2,12 = 78.15, P < 0.0001. Analysis of simple main
effects revealed that group Lesion committed signi®cantly more
errors than did group Control in reattaining criterion on the
discrimination learned prior to lesioning, P < 0.001, and in the
acquisition of a discrimination with a new stimulus set, P < 0.001.
There was no difference between the groups in the acquisition of the
discrimination learned prior to lesioning, P = 0.90.
Discussion
The present experiment reproduced the ®nding that perirhinal cortex
lesions in monkeys lead more readily to impairments in the retention
of preoperatively learned discriminations, compared with the postoperative acquisition of novel discrimination problems. Using a
relatively small stimulus-set size, the lesioned networks were
impaired in the retention of a preoperatively learned discrimination,
but were unimpaired in learning new discriminations. When a large
set size was used, however, the lesioned networks were impaired in
both retention of a preoperatively learned discrimination and in
learning new discriminations. Thus lesions in the network were able
to produce de®cits both in retention and in acquisition, but the former
occurred more readily, requiring only a small set size, whereas larger
set sizes were needed to produce de®cits in acquisition. This pattern
of results parallels those seen following perirhinal cortex lesions in
monkeys.
The network produces the above pattern of results as follows.
During acquisition of a discrimination by an intact network, two types
of representation of the stimulus will have been formed: a representation of each stimulus feature in the feature layer and a representation of the conjunction of these features in the feature conjunction
layer. As a result, associative links will be constructed between the
outcome node and each of these types of stimulus representation.
During training, the associative learning rule (see Equations 9 and 10
in the Appendix) operates such that the sum of the weights of the
associative links, modulated by the degree of activation of the
corresponding stimulus representation units in the feature layer and
the feature conjunction layer, asymptotes at a value of one. This value
is output as the response of the network. After the network has been
trained and then lesioned, however, the stimulus conjunction
representation in the feature conjunction layer will no longer exist,
and the associative links from the feature conjunction layer will no
longer contribute to the response of the network. As a result, the
performance of the network on the previously learned discriminations
will be impaired. Lesioned networks can still, however, acquire a
small-set-size discrimination at the same rate as control networks, as
described in Experiment 1.

This account can be recast in terms of the effects of lesions in
monkeys. A control monkey can solve a simple small-set-size
discrimination using either representations of the features of the
stimulus or the conjunctions of those features. Normally the monkey
will use both: the learning is distributed across these two types of
representation. Thus when perirhinal cortex is lesioned following
acquisition of the discrimination, a major contributor to the
associative connections leading to the response is removed. The
result is an impairment in the performance of the discrimination. If,
however, the lesioned animal is then presented with a new small-setsize discrimination, learning can be accomplished using the feature
representations alone, and there will be no difference between
lesioned and intact animals in their ability to solve the discrimination.
The lesioned animal may still, however, be impaired in the
acquisition of a large-set-size concurrent discrimination, as described
in Experiment 1.

General discussion
In the present study we tested the hypothesis that effects of lesions in
perirhinal cortex on visual discrimination learning can be accounted
for by assuming that perirhinal cortex has visual information
processing properties similar to those of other regions of the ventral
visual stream. We constructed a connectionist model that is based on
the simple assumption that visual representations in the ventral visual
stream are organized hierarchically, such that representations of
simple features of objects are stored in caudal regions, and
representations of the conjunctions of these features are stored in
more rostral regions. The feature conjunction layer of the connectionist network, which corresponds to perirhinal cortex, was lesioned,
and lesioned and intact networks tested on discrimination paradigms
that have revealed perirhinal cortex lesion-induced de®cits in
monkeys. It was found that the foregoing simple assumptions are
able to account for effects of perirhinal cortex lesions on visual
discrimination tasks, including set-size effects, impairments in
con®gural learning, and greater effects on retention vs. acquisition
of visual discriminations.
Why redundant stimulus representations?
If objects are already fully speci®ed by the representations of their
features in caudal regions of the ventral visual stream, what then is
the advantage conferred by the complex conjunctive representations
in rostral regions such as perirhinal cortex? The results of the present
study suggest that at least one role for complex conjunctive
representations is to disambiguate stimuli when the behavioural
signi®cance of individual object features is ambiguous (a situation we
have referred to as `feature ambiguity'). These conjunctive representations provide the additional information that the features present
in the stimulus `belong together': the whole is more than merely the
sum of the parts. In this way, these complex conjunctive representations serve to reduce interitem interference. When attempting to
solve complex visual discriminations, an animal with a dysfunctional
perirhinal cortex will rely more on simple features to attempt to
distinguish the stimuli. For such animals, discriminations between
stimuli will be dif®cult in certain cases in which visual features are
rewarded when part of one object, but not when part of another.
In companion studies, this proposed critical role for feature
ambiguity has been tested explicitly. Novel predictions made by the
model were made concrete by simulations using the present
connectionist network, and subsequent experiments in rhesus monkeys carried out to test these predictions. For example, in the present
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study it was argued that to reveal an impairment in monkeys with
perirhinal cortex lesions, a larger set size is required when using a
concurrent as opposed to a con®gural discrimination paradigm,
because of the high feature ambiguity in con®gural tasks relative to
the probabilistic `partial' con®gural properties of concurrent discriminations. A prediction that follows is that if set size were held
constant, and feature ambiguity were varied systematically, perirhinal
cortex lesions would lead to impairments under conditions of high
feature ambiguity, irrespective of set size. This prediction was
con®rmed in the companion paper (Bussey et al., 2002). In addition,
we have found that perirhinal cortex lesions impair the acquisition of
single-pair visual discriminations having a high, but not a low, degree
of feature ambiguity (Saksida et al., 2000). Furthermore, when
discriminations are previously acquired, increasing the degree of
feature ambiguity in the discriminanda can lead to perirhinal cortex
lesion-induced impairments (Bussey et al., 1999b). These ®ndings
provide strong support for the assumptions of the present model.
According to the present model, perirhinal cortex contains
conjunctive representations. In this narrow sense, the model is
similar to the `con®gural association theory' of hippocampal function
of Sutherland & Rudy (1989). There are, however, critical differences. For example, con®gural association theory views spatial
learning as a special case of con®gural learning. We do not; indeed,
perirhinal cortex lesions, which can impair con®gural learning, can
spare or even facilitate spatial learning (e.g. Bussey et al., 1999a,
2000a; b; 2001). Second, con®gural association theory posits distinct
con®gural and elemental (noncon®gural) learning systems in the
brain. According to the present view, however, the cortical ®elds of
the ventral visual stream are neither exclusively con®gural nor
exclusively elemental; the representations in a particular region of the
ventral visual stream are con®gural only relative to more caudal
regions, which could be thought of as containing elemental
representations from which the more rostral conjunctive representations are formed (see Fig. 1). These `elemental' representations,
however, are themselves `con®gural', being formed from `elements'
stored in still more caudal regions. This view is not compatible with
the idea of anatomically separate stores for con®gural and elemental
representations, and instead is more consistent with the view that
`con®gural' and `elemental' learning circuits are anatomically
coextensive (Bussey et al., 2000a; Bussey et al., 1998).
Perceptual and mnemonic accounts of perirhinal cortex
function
That lesion effects in perirhinal cortex can be accurately simulated by
assuming that perirhinal cortex has visual information processing
properties similar to those of other regions of the ventral visual
stream leads us to adopt quite a different view of perirhinal cortex
function to that proposed by other authors. According to the
prevailing `declarative' view, perirhinal cortex, the hippocampus
and other medial temporal lobe structures operate together in the
service of declarative memory, playing little or no role in other
functions such as visual analysis or perception (e.g. Squire, 1992;
Sakai & Miyashita, 1993; Zola-Morgan et al., 1994; Buffalo et al.,
1998a; Buffalo et al., 1998b; Buffalo et al., 1999; Buffalo et al.,
2000). Evidence taken to support this view has included reports that
perirhinal cortex lesions can have similar effects to lesions of the
hippocampus. It is also true, however, that the effects of perirhinal
cortex lesions can be dissociated from those of the hippocampus (e.g.
Aggleton et al., 1997; Rothblat & Kromer, 1991; Gaffan, 1994; Glenn
& Mumby, 1998; Murray & Mishkin, 1998; Bussey et al., 1999a;
Bussey et al., 2000b; Murray, 2000; Baxter & Murray, 2001).
Furthermore, perirhinal cortex lesions can lead to similar effects to
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lesions in other regions of the ventral visual stream on visual
discrimination tasks, including concurrent discrimination learning
(Cowey & Gross, 1970; Iwai & Mishkin, 1968; Phillips et al., 1988).
Thus perirhinal cortex may not be best conceptualized as possessing
functions similar to the putative mnemonic functions of the
hippocampus but distinct from the putative perceptual functions of
the ventral visual stream. According to the present model, the effects
of lesions in perirhinal cortex on visual discriminations are due to the
lesion compromising the representations of visual stimuli. When the
lesion is made prior to acquisition, the substrate upon which the
representations will be laid down is damaged, thus leading to
impaired encoding of the representation. When the lesion is made
subsequent to learning, the conjunctive representations stored there
are lost. These disruptions of the memory for visual stimulus features
lead to visual discrimination de®cits that can be construed as
perceptual. Thus according to the present model, it does not seem
particularly useful to attempt to classify perirhinal cortex as either
exclusively perceptual or exclusively mnemonic. Indeed, it seems to
us highly unlikely that concepts such as perception and memory will
map neatly onto anatomically distinct regions of the brain. The
foregoing proposals thus comprise what we refer to as a `perceptual±
mnemonic/feature conjunction' (PMFC in the companion paper,
Bussey et al., 2002) model of perirhinal cortex function (see also
Murray & Bussey, 1999).
Conclusion
To summarize, we have constructed a model of perirhinal cortex
function that is built on the assumption that perirhinal cortex is a
rostral component of the ventral visual stream, which contains
complex conjunctive representations of visual stimulus features. This
model can reproduce the effects of perirhinal cortex lesions on visual
discrimination tasks. The effects of lesions in perirhinal cortex,
according to the present model, are due not to the impairment of a
particular type of learning or memory (for example, stimulus±reward
or stimulus±response, declarative or procedural) but to compromising
the representations of visual stimuli. To the extent to which a lesion
in the network mimics the effects of perirhinal cortex lesions in
animals, there is no need to invoke special functions for perirhinal
cortex, distinct from those of other regions of the ventral visual
stream. In domains other than visual discrimination, however, it is
likely that the unique connectivity of perirhinal cortex will endow it
with properties distinct from those of other regions of the ventral
visual stream. For example, perirhinal cortex may be ideally
positioned to interact with the hippocampus in the service of
object/place learning or episodic memory (Gaffan & Parker, 1996;
Murray, 2000; Bussey et al., 2001; Bussey & Aggleton, in press).
Indeed, in general it appears that perirhinal cortex receives many
more polymodal inputs than other areas of the ventral visual stream
(Suzuki & Amaral, 1994), and such polymodal information may
allow the binding of visual and nonvisual features of objects (Parker
& Gaffan, 1998; Murray & Bussey, 1999; Murray, 2000). How our
model ®ts into a more comprehensive theory of perirhinal cortex
function encompassing, for example, object recognition and polymodal learning and memory, is a target for future research.
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between wk and the pattern of activation on the feature layer are calculated
(see Equation 3) and compared (see Equation 2) for each feature
conjunction layer unit.
k* = arg min (d)
dk 


s
X
aj ÿ wjk 2

(2)
3

j

The feature conjunction layer unit k* whose weights are the smallest
Euclidean distance from the pattern of activation on the feature layer is
called the `winner'. Its activation level (ak*) is
ak* = 1 ± dk*

(4)

If ak* is not above a threshold t, then a new feature conjunction layer unit
(i.e. one with wk equal to zero) is randomly selected and called the winner
(k*). The weights between the feature layer and the new k* (wk*) are set to
be equivalent to the pattern of activation on the input layer (a). This ensures
that when the same input stimulus is shown again, k* will ®re maximally.
Activation of the remaining feature conjunction layer units is determined
by an exponential function (Shepard, 1987) as follows:
ak = exp[ ± q (1 ± dk)]

(5)

This steep generalization gradient means that a given feature conjunction
layer unit strongly prefers a close match between the speci®c features
comprising the conjunction and the features active on the feature layer; in
other words, `the whole is more than the sum of the parts'.

Associative learning

Appendix: computational details
Network overview
The network consists of three layers of continuous units: a `feature' layer, a
`feature conjunction' layer, and an `outcome' node (see Fig. 2). Weights on
the links between the feature layer and each feature conjunction layer unit
are set upon presentation of a novel stimulus such that a new feature
conjunction layer unit comes to represent the input pattern. The feature
layer units and the feature conjunction layer units are each linked to an
outcome representation, and the weight on the link re¯ects the strength of
association between a stimulus representation and a given outcome. When
an input is presented, the feature layer units are activated depending on the
particular features present in the stimulus, and each feature conjunction
layer unit is activated according to the similarity of the input to the stimulus
it was originally recruited to represent. If no feature conjunction layer units
are activated above a threshold, a new con®gural unit is recruited to
represent the input and the weights are set such that presentation of the
input causes the con®gural unit to ®re maximally. Each layer computes an
independent response, for each layer the sum of unit activations multiplied
by their associative strengths determines the strength of the response (R).
All associative weights are updated in proportion both to the degree of
activation of the feature or feature conjunction layer unit and to the
discrepancy between the response and the outcome.

After activation in the feature and feature conjunction layers has been
determined, all active feature layer units and feature conjunction layer units
become associated with the outcome node to an extent dependent on their
degree of activation. The weights on these links between feature layer units
or feature conjunction layer units and the outcome unit are known as
associative strengths. Subsequent presentations of the stimulus will then
activate the same units and lead to performance of a CR.
The experiments in the present study all consist of simultaneous
discrimination learning tasks. When an animal is presented with this type of
task, two stimuli are presented simultaneously and the subject must indicate
a choice by selecting one of the two stimuli. The subject is then either
rewarded or not rewarded, depending on the choice. A number of such pairs
can be presented concurrently during a session. In the simulations, it is not
possible to present two stimuli simultaneously. Thus, on a given trial a
stimulus A is presented and a CR is computed, then stimulus B is presented
and a second CR is computed. The response of the network on the trial is
then determined probabilistically depending on the relative CRs accorded to
the stimuli (see Behaviour section).
Independent CRs are calculated for the feature layer and for the feature
conjunction layer. CRF consists of the sum of the associative strengths Vj of
all of the feature layer units scaled by their activation, as shown in
Equation 6.
X
Vj  aj
6
CRF 
j

Recruitment of feature conjunction units
A stimulus S is represented as a vector of elements ranging in value
between 0 and 1, a set of which represents the value of the stimulus on a
particular `feature'. The feature layer F is in a one-to-one relationship with
S. On a training trial, presentation of a stimulus leads to a pattern of
activation on F that consists of the normalized stimulus vector.
ai
aj  r
P 2
an

1

n

where aj is the activation of feature layer unit j, ai is the activation of
stimulus element i, and i is in the same relative location in S as j is in F.
Every unit in F is connected to each unit in the subsequent feature
conjunction layer C. The link between one feature layer unit j and one
feature conjunction layer unit k is called wjk. Thus for feature conjunction
layer unit k there exists a corresponding set of weighted links, wk, that
consists of the set of links between each unit in the feature layer and unit k.
When a stimulus is presented to the network, the Euclidean distance

where aj is the normalized activation level of feature layer unit j, as
determined by Equation 1.
CRC consists of the sum of the associative strengths Vk of all of the
feature conjunction layer units scaled by their activation, as shown in
Equation 7.
X
Vk  nk
7
CRc 
k

where nk is the normalized activation level of feature conjunction layer unit
k, as determined by Equation 8.
ak

nk  rP
a2n

8

n

where ak is the original level of activation of feature conjunction layer
unit k.
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The output of the network, CR, is the sum of the CRF and CRC.
Once a CR is produced, all associative weights are updated, via the delta
rule (Rescorla & Wagner, 1972), in proportion to the degree of activation of
the corresponding feature or feature conjunction layer unit. This is shown in
Equations 9 and 10, in which a and b are constant learning rates (as is
conventional in the Rescorla±Wagner model), aj is the activation of feature
layer unit j, nk is the normalized activation of feature conjunction layer unit
k, l refers to the value of the reinforcer, and CR is the conditioned
response.
DVj = a b aj |l ± CR|

(9)

DVk = a b nk |l ± CR|

(10)

Behaviour
The initial output produced by the model consists of the CR to each of the
presented stimuli. The actual response is then chosen stochastically as a

function of CR(A) and CR(B). To choose a response, a random number
between 0 and 1 is generated. If learning is not yet at asymptote and the
number is greater than the sum of CR(A) and CR(B) then a choice is
selected randomly. If CR(A) is greater than the random number, then action
A is chosen. If CR(A) is less than the random number, then action B is
chosen. Thus, if A is the correct stimulus, as CR(A) increases, so will the
likelihood that CR(A) is greater than the random number and that a correct
response will be made.

Parameters
Input stimuli each consisted of a vector of 100 elements (each representing
a feature) with 10 randomly selected elements set to an activation level of
one and the remaining 90 elements set to an activation level of zero. The
number of possible feature conjunction layer units was also 100. Identical
network parameters were used for all simulations presented in this paper:
l = 1.0 or 0.0, a = 0.005, b = 0.20, t = 0.75, q = 20.
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